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Enjoy your DVD Movies on PSP Right Now! Dicsoft DVD to PSP Converter will read the
DVD and convert it to the PSP format then transfer the movie to your PSP memory card
directly. Just three clicks , you could choose subtitle, audio track , and customize output video
and audio quality.

It is simple and easy to use . Just three steps : (1) Open DVD movie source, then it would
automatically fast forward to main movie. (2) type your output patch. (3) Select output video
format and output profile setting, then start conversion.

Dicsoft DVD to PSP Converter -  Having integrated top-class MPEG4/AVC encoder, Dicsoft
DVD to PSP Converter converts video files in high speed and offers the high quality of output
file .

Key Features

 Convert DVD to PSP MP4 video
Support almost any kinds of DVD format to PSP which can be played on PSP.

Convert DVD to MP3 audio
Support DVD to MP3 audio conversion.

 Super Conversion Speed
Support Intel Dual-Core Processor and AMD Athlon 64×2 Dual-Core Processor to provide
you best DVD movie copy speed.

Customized Settings
Adjust the brightness, contrast, and flip for better effect; crop and trim function for getting the
duration and the image region you want, and cut off the black edges from the video; set the
advanced parameters for better effects including bit rate, frame rate, video size and so on.

 Splitting
Rip DVD to some titles and chapters and can choose any title or chapter to convert or merge
the converted files into one.

Capture Impressive Images
Capture the beautiful image with one click when previewing the DVD movie and save as
JPEG or BMP.

 Batch Conversion
Specify the max processes and select many a file to convert at a time.
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One Click to Show Output Folder
Very conveniently and directly open the output folder.

System Requirements

 

Minimum System Requirements
OS : Microsoft Windows XP/ 2000
RAM : 256M
CPU : Intel/AMD compatible at 750 MHz or above

Recommended System Requirements
OS : Microsoft Windows XP/2003/Vista with all latest updates installed
RAM : 512M or higher
CPU : Intel/AMD compatible at 750 MHz or above
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